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How to translate the Blood Kabbalah~
Just because many have asked more about this I'm going to give you a
break down better or how the Blood Kabbalah ties into your neuropathology
and explain the energy system a bit better based on polarities since that's
what Black / White actually is and nothing to do with the species per se and
I'll explain that better as well based on hybridization.
This design shows how the chart corresponds to types vs blood frequency
vs region of the brain they operate vs personality profile.
So you have the Earth region which are the O+ that extends into the Owhich is the occipital region and it's connection to the parietal into the Fire
region. From there if you go into the Left path of the Fire extending into the
Air, this is the connection between the parietal and the temporal region or if
you go right it's connection to the frontal region and the Water element. So
naturally the Pleadians who are A1+ are naturally Fire element which has
the strongest parietal / motor cortex / spatial on Earth which is why they
have always been the top engineers and the Left Path of the Blood
Kabbalah is the Left being (White) whilst the Right is Black or rather the
polarity of male / female energy based on sun light exposure. Those who are
white seek to absorb energy because they are lacking, whilst those who are
Sirian are always seeking to offer it and the representation of Water, which is
why they are literally polar opposites and why Ea created Adam as a white
male and Eve as a Black female, hoping they would find each other again so
to speak and create a balanced hybrid because it wasn't possible for the
initial vessels to contain both energies and you have witnessed what
happens when you combine energies and they don't have the male energy
to balance it. You end up with the Caananites who are stuck in a permanent
state of having to offer their dark energies after breeding with the Sirians
without the Pleaidian / Male / White genetics. So white and black are nothing
more than sun light exposure which builds melanin in the skin. Sirians were
photovoltaic beings and could literally produce energy from absorbing sun
light whilst the Pleaidians and the Draco skin on Earth is phototoxic and has
the adverse effect, although they can draw larger amounts of vitamin D from
less exposure as a result since melanin acts like natural sun screen. So this
is why the Elyeon were the perfect beings so to speak, being half Pleaidian
and half Sirian and had the energies and abilities of BOTH TRIBES meaning
they could Absorb or Offer and making them a Golden Race consisting of
BOTH MALE WHITE WOLF AND FEMALE BLACK PANTHER ENERGIES
MAKING THEM GOLDEN LION ELYEON.
The chart below will show blood types vs personality.
Earth / Orange / Occipital / Simian O+. Fire / Gold / Parietal / Pleaidian A1+ .
Wind / Green/ Temporal / Draco A2-. Water / Blue / Frontal / Sirian B+. Oare the only unique vibration and a Void energy and will take on the
characteristics of whatever they hybridize with and naturally gain their
abilities but still possess the Void energy. The best way to describe an O- is
look at which tribes they have the genetics of. The only ones who do not
have the Void Energy are the original Atlantean blood lines which are now
living below ground in Agartha with Marduk. It's from the Cursed Mark of the
Caananites. All those who possess the Cursed Mark need to be aware of it
because it can cause one to self destruct fairly easily if they are unaware of
it, and yes the Satanic Masters target O- purposely for this reason. Recruit,
destroy or use as a pawn in their game trying to turn them into time bombs /
demonic hosts / etc. I haven't touched on mental health in a long time, but
will do so again at some point, because it plagues the Draco and many are
unaware of it, the humans, nor the Draco themselves, but the ones at the top
who are purposely driving as much dark energy as they can, know all about
it. It's all advanced strategies in destroying people for profit whilst keeping
your hands clean basically. Satanic Draco are literally the masters of this~
So in summation those who acquire the energies of the three tribes, built
atop the Earth (Simians) will become the perfect balance of Earth, Fire,
Wind, Water and be able to use every region of their brain simultaneously
and in balance. The Void energy can literally amplify any of the four
elemental vibrations by mixing in a strong dark energy. Ask yourself what
happens when you mix a strong positive and a strong negative energy
together..... YOU GET ME, GODS OF CHAOS~ ❤
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Tina Dickinson Golden Dragon A2B- here..
4

Like · Reply · 23h

Robert Bly Tina Dickinson me too
Like · Reply · 22h

2

Az Esm You have always been B-, unless you somehow
mutated ~
1

Like · Reply · 12h

Rhonda Carroll A- I'm not sure about the other classification
with the numeral added as in A2- or A2B I will read more and
find out. Intriguing info
1

Like · Reply · 12h

Write a reply...
Melissa Marie Az how do you retain all this information? I need a
memory like yours! What's your secret??
2

Like · Reply · 23h

Jessica Lynne Melissa Marie Immortality.
Like · Reply · 23h

2

Az Esm Lived and died on Earth a few times already. Any
time I reincarnate there are always two things that occur. A
change in the Era and War ~
Like · Reply · 23h · Edited

14

Melissa Marie Az Esm that's amazing. I would love to meet
you in person one day. That would be so cool!
Like · Reply · 23h

5

Melissa Marie Az Esm is what we are going through now be
the last war on Earth?
Like · Reply · 21h
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Jessica Lynne Az, excellent information, as always. You have me
looking forward to screening for my recessive, since as a B+, I have
a green-eyed draco egg donor, and a blue-eyed sperm donor.
Although I am, apparently, primarily Sirian, I do indeed feel I have
strong characteristics of all three. Please, correct me, if you are in
disagreement. My aim is understanding of self and others.
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Nana Nicole Rasmussen Cat dragon

🐱
4

Like · Reply · 23h

Matthew Turner

Az Esm You all three tribes just missing the A frequency as a
B-. ~
3

Like · Reply · 23h

Nana Nicole Rasmussen Az Esm not missing anything

Gabriel Nitescu

😅
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Jon Mwangi Gachago Yes youre
Like · Reply · 20h
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Josephine Inanna Ek I am right brain and spiritual, in fact
sometimes I think my left brain is missing altogether 😅 but my blood
type is A+ opposite of that. Can you elaborate or explain to help me
understand better?
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Az Esm Females are naturally Right brained vs the males
Left.
5
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Melissa Marie Az Esm so it IS a scientific fact that women
ARE always right! lol
9

Like · Reply · 21h

Az Esm Melissa Marie And the Right doesn't know what the
Left is doing because very few look both ways before they
cross the street ~
7
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Elena Solare Az Esm i do
horror....

😊 but i am tired of life and it's

Like · Reply · 18h
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Tefnut Ua Raet El-Bey Azurayt Seekyoriti Teem

❤

Like · Reply · 22h

Ramona Mo Burnett O neg here, crazy how meds had to be
administered at the hospital so my body wouldnt reject my
children...been curious ever since.....I'm curious on your write up on
mental health, because I'm suffering something fierce and my body
has felt on fire for too long.
Like · Reply · 22h

2

Marble Maple I’m still on the guessing game and too scared to ask..
I’m not all 3 tribes as I’m lacking B? as an O+ can’t be A- recessive
either
Simian and pleidian?
I can think forward and back and introspection like A- profile and can
relate to living in that insanity day to day. But either I’m still missing
the point. ..
Above related with void energy being off the hook a bit .. self
destruct and creation interally is like a ripping fire up the middle of
me if I’m distress.. and can reach euphoria but I dare not mess with
that either when I don’t know what I’m doing with it if being impulsive
or compulsive in negitive or toxic conduct.. I suffer a great deal from
causing harm in others with force and words intentions.. it’s horrible
I’ve learnt a lot in self awareness from your words though I know I’m
a bit strange at times lol I can’t help it.. I’m searching for myself still
lol feels like I’m going on circles .. anyway rambled on.. but surely
my ego can’t be that bad? I can relate to almost everything or if
rejected by sensory disruption or it can be troubling if in direct
environment.. even tried being balanced and it’s not possible I’ve
been trying for years you know yourself lol can’t keep grounded
Like · Reply · 22h · Edited
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Marble Maple Do I have the cursed mark on the forehead?
Or just damn crazy?
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Marble Maple And the channellings can be a bit much at
times.. if you can imagine something shouting down the crown
chakra transmission but visions, words, the thoughts of
everything at once.. sometimes in distressed mania what I
would call schizophrenic fear I get called outside to look at the
blue sky and sun by shiva and messages of trusting the flow
of the universe and soothing or neutralising the anxieties..
takes weeks. It’s not all bad as realisations and channellings
can be pleasant but a seed fallen and grown in the thorns?
1
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Matthew Turner
Janet Lynn Tucker

Marble Maple It’s not always shiva that comes forth either ..
from reading back it’s a lot of unstable energy.. dreams of
angels falling and sea serpents in the waters of creation? I’ve
said all this years ago too I think

Gabriel Nitescu
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Jason Burns

Sharleen Angelastro

Suzanne E Poole Marble Maple what is the cursed mark on
the forehead referred too ?

Thomas Thorp
1

Like · Reply · 16h

Sunny Daze

Marble Maple Suzanne E Poole destruction with the void
energy enhancing blood abilities through which tribe
genetically connected? Could be picking it up wrong. Sorry for
the dramatics always sound like a horrific case in comments
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Marble Maple High forehead more angry people also, I’m
sure I heard that over the years
1

Like · Reply · 8h

Suzanne E Poole Marble Maple
I saw that , ok
. Thank you
Is there pictures or a chart ?
Or just the description
Like · Reply · 8h

1

Suzanne E Poole I’m pretty much getting the picture .
1

Like · Reply · 8h

Marble Maple Suzanne E Poole will see if I can find I’m sure
ther is to match this description brb
Like · Reply · 8h

Suzanne E Poole Marble Maple
Hmmmmm
Ya
So a B- type ...
narcissistic schizoid ?
Like · Reply · 8h

1

Marble Maple Suzanne E Poole sometimes I get it well but
my short term memory is a bit fried but trying. Everyday can
be like starting all over again just going to see if I can locate
the images
Like · Reply · 8h

Marble Maple Suzanne E Poole haha I’m sure not but I doubt
it
Like · Reply · 8h · Edited
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I know one who is just so obnoxious . Mental abusive .
Wait maybe he’s A-.
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Suzanne E Poole Is that high brow ?
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Suzanne E Poole Az Em ?
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Nìcolá Beth Marble Maple this the right one?
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Suzanne E Poole Thanks for the chart !!!
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Nìcolá Beth found this
“For those that don't understand the faces of true evil, all the
Satanic Caananites look similar to this reptile. The biggest
feature you will always notice, is the pale skin, beady eyes,
and the biggest one that sticks out like a swore thumb, is the
Cursed Mark of Cain found in the Caananite Demon Clan
after having bred with Cain and Lilith's people early on, and
for those that do not know what the Cursed Mark is, and does,
well, it's a whole new ball game, and the reason these
demonic pieces of sub human garbage act like demons in the
first place generally. The Cursed Mark of Cain was a genetic
alteration so that he could no longer grow a full faced beard or
hair on the body. So the J Haplogroup Caananites that are
technically from the blood line of Ham after Cain's people, are
now trying to kill all the humans after they were kicked out of
Atlantis for starting shit in the first place.~ I told people years
ago, watch out for 'White' Draco who can not grow a beard
and now you know why ^_^”
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Marble Maple this answers my questions lol a hard yes for
me I’d say.. so not the god head or the one eyed king then ..
haha
1
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Suzanne E Poole Really !!!!!
I hate to say it but I agree just because of what I’ve seen and
know .
Sigh

😔
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Suzanne E Poole Yes bald , and just psycho mean , not a
drop of empathy ... logic or spiritual light in him
1
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Suzanne E Poole Thanks Marble !
Thanks Nicola !
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Marble Maple For the record.. the Cursed Mark of the
Canaanites and the Mark of Cain are not the same.
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Bernice Yanez Are natal charts also an important part of this ?
Like · Reply · 4h · Edited
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Lee Alves What are the letters after for? Mine is Bpos C+E- c+e+k+
they said my blood group changed when pregnant. Also said me and
my man were a bad blood match. Our daughter was born 8 wks
prem is reg blind, nf1, autism/asperger's adhd, mild cp, left handed
very clever and frustrated at our stupidness at times 😂 x
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